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DIGEST

1. Protest that the agency unreasonably evaluated the protester's price proposal as exceptionally low and, as a result, conducted misleading discussions, is denied where the record shows the agency's evaluation was reasonable.

2. Protest that the agency engaged in disparate treatment between the protester and the awardee is sustained where the record shows the agency evaluated the protester's optional labor rates as exceptionally low, but without reasonable explanation did not similarly evaluate as exceptionally low the awardee's lower-priced optional labor rates, and there is a reasonable possibility that the protester was prejudiced by the agency's actions.

DECISION

Cubic Applications, Inc., of San Diego, California, protests the issuance of a task order to Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC), of McLean, Virginia, by the Department of the Air Force under request for proposals (RFP) No. FA4890-12-D-00XX-0065 for program security support services. Cubic argues that the Air Force improperly evaluated its proposal as exceptionally low in price, and conducted misleading discussions by informing the firm that its price was exceptionally low during several rounds of discussions. Cubic also argues that the agency disparately evaluated price proposals.

We deny the protest in part and sustain it in part.
BACKGROUND

The RFP, issued on September 16, 2014, sought proposals from holders of the Air Combat Command, Acquisition Management and Integration Center’s Contracted Advisory and Assistance Services (CAAS) IV indefinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity (ID/IQ) contracts to perform various program security support services as outlined in the RFP’s performance work statement (PWS). The estimated value of the task order at issue exceeds $10 million. Accordingly, this procurement is within our jurisdiction to hear protests related to the issuance of task orders under multiple-award ID/IQ contracts. 10 U.S.C. § 2304c(e)(1)(B).

Proposals were to be evaluated for technical acceptability and price, with award being made to the lowest-priced technically-acceptable offeror. Technical factor includes two subfactors: (1) knowledge, skills and abilities, and (2) staffing plan and management approach. Price proposals were to be evaluated to ensure awarded prices were reasonable. Additionally, the RFP provides:

The government reserves the right to ask for additional information from technically acceptable offerors with proposed prices that appear exceptionally low. The Government plans on addressing any apparent exceptionally low prices by evaluating the offerors experience and/or capability in providing similar services at similar prices. An exceptionally or unrealistically low offer may pose an unacceptable risk to the Government and may be the reason to reject an offeror’s proposal.

Seven proposals were received, including those from Cubic and SAIC. After an initial evaluation, the agency found Cubic’s proposal technically unacceptable under the staffing plan and management approach subfactor because it did not demonstrate the ability to provide qualified personnel to satisfy all PWS requirements. The Air Force also identified four concerns with Cubic's price proposal, including that it offered exceptionally low proposed prices for core and optional FTEs for tasks [DELETED], [DELETED] and [DELETED].
The agency established a competitive range and engaged in discussions with offerors in the competitive range, including SAIC and Cubic. AR, exh. 15, Competitive Range Memorandum, at 1; exh. 16, Cubic Initial Evaluation Notices. As relevant here, the agency informed Cubic of the following discussion topic:

Offeror’s proposal appears to be exceptionally low and may pose an unacceptable risk to the Government. For example, the offeror’s proposed pricing for Core and Optional FTEs for tasks [DELETED], [DELETED] and [DELETED] appears to be significantly understated compared to CAAS IV ceiling labor rates and the Government’s market research results. This applies to all proposed labor categories (Core and Optional FTEs). Please provide example(s) of successful contract performance, of the same scope and magnitude of this effort including the ability to meet service summary thresholds for turnover and lapse rate for personnel, where your company has provided similar services at similar prices within the past 5 years. Please provide a revised pricing proposal, if necessary.

AR, exh. 16, Cubic Initial Evaluation Notices, at 5.

In its response, Cubic explained that it performed “extensive research on the appropriate compensation required to keep qualified personnel and meet the customer’s mission objectives. We utilize salary survey data for skills and location areas where personnel will be placed, and research what compensation is being provided to other Cubic personnel already in the particular area.” AR, exh. 17, Initial Cubic Evaluation Notice Response, at 8. The firm pointed to three other contracts to support its pricing methodology. Id. at 9-11. Cubic also revised its price proposal increasing its labor rates for core and optional FTEs for each identified PWS task. AR, exh. 19, Interim PAR, at 68.

The source selection evaluation board (SSEB) reevaluated Cubic’s proposal in light of the firm’s evaluation notice responses and found that the proposal continued to be unacceptable under the staffing plan and management approach subfactor. In this regard, the SSEB found that Cubic’s “proposed staffing plan and management approach, combined with the proposed pricing, does not demonstrate the offeror’s ability to recruit, hire and retain qualified personnel to meet all of the [RFP’s] requirements.” AR, exh. 18, SSEB Evaluation of Initial Cubic Evaluation Notice Responses, at 2. With respect to Cubic’s price proposal, the SSEB acknowledged the information submitted by the firm, but also noted:

The offeror’s revised proposed pricing still seems exceptionally low and may pose an unacceptable risk to the Government. . . . Cubic (and their teaming partner [DELETED]) is proposing to pay roughly the same salaries as the current contract salaries for PWS tasks [DELETED] and [DELETED] which comprise over [DELETED]%
(删除) 89.5 核心 FTEs) 的提出的核 FTEs。然而，当前合同正在经历显著的停用率和
员工流失率问题，且不符合 RFP 中的停用率和员工流失率要求。提案方的修订低
价似乎表明对当前市场条件缺乏理解。

Id. at 10-11。代理机构进行了两轮额外的讨论，每次均表示担忧 Cubic 的提案
未能证明其有能力按照提议的劳动力成本率招募、雇用和保留合格人员，或证明其
有能力达到 PWS 的阈值要求。AR, exh. 21, Cubic 第二轮评价会通知, 2; exh. 25, Cubic 最终提案
修订评价会通知, 4。记录显示, Cubic 在与 PWS 相关任务相关的劳动力成本率后每次
讨论均进行了调整。AR, exh. 28b, 最终 PAR, 20。

在上述相关评估期间，代理机构的评估者并未识别到 SAIC 对其价格的不寻常
低。记录显示，尽管 SAIC 的核心 FTE 劳动力成本率在讨论过程中大部分时间都比 Cubic
高，更接近于政府的估计值，但其可选的 FTE 演出的劳动力成本率明显低于政府的估
计，且相对接近于 Cubic 提出的相同劳动力类别。Id. at 24。事实上，记录显示
Cubic 的劳动力成本率对于可选的 FTEs 在第一轮讨论后的一些类别中明显高于
SAIC 提出的劳动力成本率，而在第二轮讨论后几乎所有类别在最终提案修订前

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cubic</th>
<th>SAIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>初始评价价格</td>
<td>删除</td>
<td>删除</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>第一轮讨论价格</td>
<td>删除</td>
<td>删除</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>中间评价价格</td>
<td>删除</td>
<td>删除</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>最终评价价格</td>
<td>$63,194,448.13</td>
<td>$58,227,541.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Id. at 28; 合同官的声明在 11。

Cubic 的技术提案最终被评估认为在最终提案修订后是可接受的。AR, exh. 28b, 最终 PAR, 29。然而，SAIC 被选
为最低价，技术上可接受的提案方。此申诉随后提出。
DISCUSSION

Cubic first argues that the agency unreasonably evaluated the firm’s proposal and, as a result, engaged in misleading discussions when it informed Cubic that its proposed labor rates were exceptionally low. Protest at 7-9. In this regard, Cubic argues that the agency improperly evaluated its interim evaluated price of $[DELETED] million as exceptionally low when SAIC’s awarded price was $58.2 million, or “a mere 2 percent higher.” Protest at 8.

Where a solicitation contemplates the award of a fixed-price contract, an agency may provide in the solicitation, as it did here, for the use of a price realism analysis for the purpose of evaluating whether an offeror can realistically perform its technical solution at the fixed price proposed in order to assess the risk inherent in an offeror’s proposed approach. DynCorp Int’l LLC, B-407762.3, June 7, 2013, 2013 CPD ¶ 160 at 8-9; Triad Int’l Maint. Corp., B-408374, Sept. 5, 2013, 2013 CPD ¶ 208 at 8. The nature and extent of such a price realism analysis ultimately are matters within the sound exercise of the agency’s discretion, and our review of such an evaluation is limited to determining whether it was reasonable and consistent with the solicitation’s evaluation criteria. Citywide Managing Servs. of Port Washington, Inc., B-281287.12, B-281287.13, Nov. 15, 2000, 2001 CPD ¶ 6 at 4-5.

The record shows that the agency conducted a price realism analysis of offerors’ proposals using both historical data and government estimates as a comparison against proposed prices. For instance, the agency observed that the average hourly labor rate for this work was historically about $[DELETED] per FTE. However, at this rate, the agency observed significant performance issues such as low retention and high turnover rates for qualified personnel. AR, exh. 14a, Initial PAR, at 15. The agency estimated an average hourly labor rate of about $[DELETED] per FTE as the lowest average labor rate for a contractor to effectively recruit, hire and retain qualified personnel with the complex security and special access requirements, as well as to be able to ensure compliance with the PWS thresholds for turnover and lapse rate for personnel. Id. The agency also utilized an average loaded labor rate of $[DELETED] in the evaluation, based on its market research. AR, exh. 19, Interim PAR, at 68. Finally, the agency utilized an independent cost estimate (ICE) of $[DELETED] million derived from historical CAAS VI labor rates. AR, exh. 3, ICE, at 5; exh. 14a, Initial PAR, at 15; exh. 28b, Final PAR, at 17. However, the agency noted that, historically, CAAS IV task orders have been competitively awarded at [DELETED] savings over the ICE or predecessor award amount. AR, exh. 28b, Final PAR at 17.

Preliminarily, Cubic does not challenge the reasonableness of the agency’s use of average labor rates as a matter of substance, nor the specific labor rate amounts used by the agency in its evaluation. Thus, we are provided no basis to conclude that the agency’s metrics used to evaluate proposals were unreasonable. Instead,
the protester challenges the agency’s mechanical use of these metrics as minimum benchmarks without considering an offerors’ unique technical approach and what Cubic argues is the agency’s singular focus on the offerors’ average labor rates as a proxy for determining whether the offeror could effectively recruit, hire, and retain qualified personnel. Protester’s Comments at 4.

Contrary to Cubic’s contention, the record shows that the agency did consider the firm’s technical approach in its assessment of the realism of its proposed labor rates. For instance, after Cubic submitted its response to the agency’s first round of discussions, the agency recognized that the response partially addressed the government’s concerns by showing that the firm had performed two other contracts that appeared to meet the PWS’ lapse and turnover rates.\(^2\) AR, exh. 19, Interim PAR, at 21. However, the evaluators noted that the examples did not provide adequate detail to support the firm’s capability to provide services similar in scope and magnitude to the instant requirement. Id. at 21-22. The record establishes that the agency considered the firm’s technical approach in assessing Cubic’s proposed labor rates.

The record also shows that, while the evaluators acknowledged Cubic’s discussion responses, they continued to express concern because the salaries proposed by Cubic were roughly the same as those used by [DELETED], the incumbent on the predecessor contract, which experienced significant lapse and turnover rate issues at those rates. Id. at 22. We are provided no basis to question the reasonableness of the agency’s concern in this regard. Moreover, the record shows that Cubic’s proposed labor rates for PWS sections [DELETED], [DELETED], and [DELETED] were substantially lower than the metrics used by the agency in its price realism analysis. Considering the record as a whole, we have no basis to question the agency’s determination that Cubic’s rates were exceptionally low.\(^3\)

\(^2\) The record reflects that Cubic’s responses resolved the agency’s concerns over aspects of the firm’s price proposal, such as transition costs, use of certain labor categories and lack of differentiation between optional and core FTE rates for various locations in Cubic’s initial proposal. AR, exh. 14, Initial PAR, at 17.

\(^3\) The agency’s evaluation identifies a limited number of Cubic’s labor rates as exceptionally low even when they exceeded the agency’s own minimum metrics. For instance, at least [DELETED] of Cubic’s optional labor rates exceeded the $[DELETED] per hour average labor rate identified by the agency as the lowest average labor rate for a contractor to effectively recruit, hire and retain qualified personnel. AR, exh. 14a, Initial PAR, at 15; exh. 28b, Final PAR, at 20. The record does not explain why the agency continued to identify these rates as exceptionally low even though they exceeded the agency’s own metrics. AR, exh. 25, FPR Evaluation Notices, at 4. Notwithstanding these isolated examples, however, the record as a whole shows that the evaluation of Cubic’s price proposal was reasonable.

(continued...
Cubic next argues that the agency engaged in unequal treatment in that prior to submitting final proposal revisions its average labor rate was only $[DELETED] lower than SAIC’s average labor rate, yet the agency did not find SAIC’s labor rates to be exceptionally low. Protester’s Comments at 9. The protester also asserts that SAIC’s optional FTE labor rates were generally significantly lower than its own optional FTE labor rates, but only Cubic’s labor rates were found to be exceptionally low. Protester’s Supp. Comments at 7.

In reviewing an agency’s evaluation, we will not reevaluate proposals, but will examine the record to ensure that it was reasonable and in accordance with the stated evaluation criteria and applicable procurement statutes and regulations. PMC Solutions, Inc., B-310732, Jan. 22, 2008, 2008 CPD ¶ 20 at 2. It is a fundamental principle of federal procurement law that a contracting agency must treat all offerors equally and evaluate their proposals evenhandedly against the solicitation’s requirements and evaluation criteria. Rockwell Elec. Commerce Corp., B-286201 et al., Dec. 14, 2000, 2001 CPD ¶ 65 at 5. The record shows that the agency treated Cubic and SAIC disparately in the evaluation of price proposals.

Our Office requested and received supplemental briefings from the parties on the issue of whether the agency treated Cubic and SAIC disparately in conducting its price realism evaluation, particularly with respect to both offerors’ optional FTE labor rates. As noted above, the optional FTE positions comprised 19 of the 109 FTE positions contemplated by the RFP. The agency argued that there was no disparate treatment with respect to each offerors’ optional FTE labor rates because SAIC’s proposal, unlike Cubic’s was found to be technically acceptable. Agency Response at 3, 6. In other words, the agency determined that SAIC’s proposed optional FTE labor rates were not exceptionally low because the rates were supported by the firm’s technically acceptable staffing plan and management approach. Id. at 3. In contrast, the agency argues that it found Cubic’s similar labor rates to be exceptionally low because its technical proposal was found to be technically unacceptable. Id. at 3-6.

However, Cubic responds that the contemporaneous evaluation documents show that the agency labeled Cubic’s price as exceptionally low because of its labor rates, not its technical proposal, and that the unacceptable rating assigned to the protester’s technical proposal was directly related to its proposed price. Protester’s Response at 5. Our review of the record leads us to agree. While the agency now argues that Cubic was not found to be technically unacceptable because of its rates, but because “Cubic had failed to adequately explain how it would recruit, hire and retain qualified people to fill the core FTE requirements,” Agency Response at

(…continued)
6, it is clear from the record that the basis of the agency’s concern under the technical factor was not just Cubic’s approach to perform the contract, but its approach to perform at the rates proposed.

In this regard, the record shows that Cubic’s technically unacceptable rating was driven by the agency’s evaluation of the firm’s pricing. As noted above, the SSEB found Cubic’s proposal to be unacceptable under the staffing plan and management approach subfactor because its “proposed staffing plan and management approach, combined with the proposed pricing, does not demonstrate the offeror’s ability to recruit, hire and retain qualified personnel to meet all of the [RFP’s] requirements.” AR, exh. 18, SSEB Evaluation of Initial Cubic Evaluation Notice Responses, at 2; see also exh. 19a, Interim PAR, at 18 (requesting revised staffing plan, management approach and pricing proposal, to adequately demonstrate Cubic’s ability to recruit hire and retain qualified personnel), id. at 21 (noting that while the protester has shown it is capable of performing successfully based on demonstrated experience, its pricing still seems exceptionally low due to a comparison of its proposed rates to those used by [DELETED] on the predecessor contract). It was not until Cubic’s final proposal revision, where the firm significantly increased its proposed salaries and compensation options, that the evaluators found the firm’s proposal to be technically acceptable. AR, exh. 28b, Final PAR, at 8.

With respect to the evaluation of SAIC’s similarly low optional FTE rates, the record shows that, in the initial evaluation, the agency found that SAIC’s proposed pricing was “more in line” with the government’s historical pricing and required level of effort than other offerors such as Cubic. AR, exh. 14a, Initial PAR, at 20. In both the interim and final evaluations, SAIC’s price evaluation contains the comment, “[a]lthough some of the proposed labor rates are below the Government market research labor rate, the offeror’s technical proposal supported the offeror’s ability to attract and retain qualified personnel for the duration of the contract performance.” AR, exh. 19a, Interim PAR, at 71; exh. 28b, Final PAR, at 23. There is no additional specific information in the record discussing the agency’s evaluation of the realism of SAIC’s proposed prices, including optional FTE labor rates. Moreover, there is no other explanation in the record as to why SAIC’s optional FTE labor rates were not found to be similarly low, as with Cubic’s rates.

Our Office gave the agency the opportunity to provide further explanation for its evaluation in this regard. As noted above, the agency states that it determined that SAIC’s proposed optional FTE labor rates were not exceptionally low because the rates were supported by the firm’s technically acceptable staffing plan and management approach. Agency Response at 3. However, the portion of SAIC’s technical proposal that was produced to our Office can best be described as discussing a general approach to performance, but not SAIC’s experience or capability to perform at the specific labor rates proposed, and in particular the optional FTE labor rates. See generally AR, exh. 41, SAIC Technical Proposal. Consequently, the fact that SAIC was found to be technically acceptable does not
address performance risk associated with the specific rates proposed by SAIC, which is properly considered under the agency’s price realism analysis.

The agency further explains that Cubic and SAIC used two different [DELETED] rates, and the fact that the government did not require offerors to provide a breakdown of the way in which they arrived at their labor rates prevented an “apples to apples” comparison. Declaration of Contracting Officer at 2. As a result, according to the agency, its price realism evaluation was actually targeted at the offerors’ total overall evaluated prices, and not labor rates. Id. While it may be the case that the agency was initially focused on overall evaluated prices, as discussed above, both Cubic’s technical evaluation and price evaluation were focused on the firm’s core and optional FTE labor rates. Moreover, the agency utilized an ICE of $[DELETED] million, but additionally noted that a contract could be competitively awarded at [DELETED] savings over the ICE or predecessor award amount. AR, exh. 19a, Interim PAR, at 65; exh. 28b, Final PAR, at 17. Both the Interim PAR and Final PAR ascribe some significance to proposals being within [DELETED] percent of the agency’s IGE, and Cubic’s price fell into this range after the second round of discussions.4 Thus, the record reflects that Cubic’s overall price was realistic by the agency’s own standard, which is evidenced by the agency’s continued focus on Cubic’s specific labor rates, and not its overall price.

In any event, even after giving the agency repeated opportunities to explain its evaluation, we conclude that there is insufficient information in the record for our Office to determine that the agency’s price realism evaluation of SAIC’s proposed optional FTE labor rates was reasonable. As discussed, while SAIC’s core FTE labor rates were significantly higher than those proposed by Cubic and are more in line with the price evaluation metrics utilized by the agency in its evaluation, SAIC’s optional FTE labor rates are substantially lower than both the agency’s own metrics and Cubic’s proposed rates at various points in the evaluation. The contemporaneous record does not address this issue. Given the detail in the agency’s price evaluation of Cubic, it would be reasonable to expect the agency’s record to reflect such consideration for SAIC.5

4 The degree of significance the agency ascribed is not clear from the record because it heavily redacted this portion of the record.

5 As discussed earlier, the price realism evaluation set forth in the RFP permitted the agency to request additional information from offerors with proposed prices that appear exceptionally low. RFP at 33. The agency would then address any apparent exceptionally low prices by evaluating the offeror’s experience and/or capability in providing similar services at similar prices. Id. Thus, the evaluation scheme implies that prices would be evaluated to determine if they were apparently exceptionally low, which was then resolved by evaluating the offeror’s experience or capability. The record shows such an evaluation occurred with respect to Cubic’s (continued...)
Moreover, the agency's post-protest documentation does not explain why certain of SAIC's labor rates were not found to be exceptionally low because the agency instead argues that it only focused on overall evaluated prices. The record shows that while this may have been the focus for SAIC's price evaluation, it was not the case for Cubic's. Absent a reasonable explanation for why SAIC's apparently exceptionally low rates were not found to be exceptionally low by the agency, we cannot conclude that the agency's evaluation was reasonable. Therefore, on this record, we must agree with Cubic that there was disparate treatment of offerors with respect to the agency's price evaluation.

We finally address the issue of prejudice, which is an element of every viable protest. See Bannum, Inc., B-408838, Dec. 11, 2013, 2013 CPD ¶ 288 at 4. At our Office's request, the parties briefed the specific issue of whether Cubic could show prejudice if the agency conducted unequal evaluations of the offerors' optional FTE labor rates. The parties extensively briefed what might have happened had Cubic and SAIC been treated equally with respect to the price evaluation. Taking into account these arguments, we cannot say what the award decision might have been had the agency conducted a reasonable price evaluation. In such circumstances, we resolve any doubts regarding prejudice in favor of a protester since a reasonable possibility of prejudice is a sufficient basis for sustaining a protest. See Kellogg, Brown & Root Servs., Inc.--Recon., B-309752.8, Dec. 20, 2007, 2008 CPD ¶ 84 at 5. Accordingly, we conclude that Cubic has established the requisite competitive prejudice to prevail in a bid protest.

RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the Air Force conduct a new price realism evaluation and, if necessary, reopen discussions. If the agency reopens discussions, it should request and review revised proposals, evaluate those submissions consistent with the terms of the solicitation, and, in any event, make a new source selection decision. In the event a proposal other than SAIC's is found to represent the best value to the government, SAIC's contract should be terminated and the contract awarded to the successful offeror in accordance with the terms of the RFP. We also recommend that the agency reimburse Cubic for its costs of filing and pursuing its protest challenging the award to SAIC, including reasonable attorneys' fees. Bid Protest Regulations, 4 C.F.R. § 21.8(d)(1). Cubic's certified claim for costs, detailing the time expended and costs incurred, must be submitted directly to the Air Force within 60 days of receiving this decision. 4 C.F.R § 21.8(f)(1).

(...continued)

proposal, but not SAIC's proposal, particularly with respect to the firm's proposed optional FTE labor rates.
The protest is denied in part and sustained in part.

Susan A. Poling
General Counsel